Convertible H4 Glass Removal Instructions

USE EXTREME CAUTION WHEN REPLACING OR TAMPERING WITH THE GLASS TUBE.
CYCLOPS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY BROKEN OR DAMAGED GLASS TUBES.

These are general instructions. Based on personal preference you may remove the glass tube. Leaving the glass tube on the H4 will provide a 4000 Kelvin color to the bulb, without the glass tube it will have a 6000 Kelvin color.

Step One: Remove bulb from packaging. Lay on a clean surface. Preferably over carpet or soft surface in case the glass is dropped.

Step Two: Gently unscrew the top black cap off the bulb. Be sure to not over tighten the screw or damage to the glass will occur.

Step Three: Now gently grab and glide the glass toward you to remove from bulb.

Step Four: Notice the clear spacer on the bottom of the glass that protects the glass from sitting directly on the bulb.

Step Five: Success you have removed the glass tube from the bulb. Store the glass tube and clear spacer in the Cyclops product box to protect the glass from any damage or loss of items.